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A math teacher and a unique 
programme are changing children’s 

perception about the dreaded subject 

BY MILAN SIME MARTINIC

Math comes 
full circle

-I do not understand fractions.
How old are you? 
-Nine.
And, six months ago?
-Eight-and-a-half.
And just like that, the nine-
year-old understood fractions.

TIFIN CALCAGNI IS filling 
the downtime in the middle 
of a meeting drawing circles 
and connecting dots. She is 
in another world, a world 
of numbers, working on a 
problem that kept her awake 
the night before. But her 
world transcends the num-
bers and patterns in front of 
her and opens into a larger 
enrichment of the human 
experience.

She is a brilliant mathemat-
ical mind but is convinced 
that mathematics is within 
everyone’s reach, and she 
is out to make mathematics 
something that people enjoy. 
She is a teacher by training 
but hear her talk mathematics 
and it is almost as hearing po-
etry for the first time, well, the 
mathematical version of it. 

“Math is a beautiful thing, 
and it gives us a framework 
for understanding and 
appreciating beauty in other 
realms,” says Calcagni. “It 
sounds ambitious, but my 
hope is that it will make kids’ 
lives more pleasurable and 
fulfilling, whatever they end 
up doing.” 

And, she is doing this as 
a teacher and as the driving 
force behind the Global Math 
Circle programme, a pioneer-
ing project reaching children 
from India to Brazil to Amer-
ica and open to children the 
world over. The Global Math 
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Circle (www.theglobalmathcircle.
org) can be distilled to its maxim, 
‘Tell me and I forget. Ask me and I 
discover’. It is a different approach 
to teaching math—not by directing 
or showing but by asking questions 
that lead to discovery. There is no 
standard grading system, and the 
teachers follow the maxim quite 
strictly.

“Curiosity is always a finer spur 
than rivalry,” explains Calcagni. 
“We do not diminish the students’ 
discoveries by reciting the famous 
names of those who had gone this 
way before. Mathematics is our 
universal language, but each of us 
learns to make our own.”

Mathematics is to be understood 
and discovered, says Calcagni, who 
has taught in Brazil, Kazakhstan, 
Tunisia, Switzerland, Canada and 
the US. “Discovering patterns and 
finding where they lead,” she says. 
This results in discovering math-
ematics instead of memorising it. 
“When kids discover and explore 
mathematics, not only is it more 
fun, but it leads to a deeper level 
of understanding and an ability to 
think mathematically,” she says. 
“Kids who learn this way are more 
willing to try to solve problems that 
they don’t initially understand.” 

The Global 
Math Circle 

has a different 
approach to 

teaching math—
not by directing 

or showing 
but by asking 
questions that 

lead to discovery.

According to Global Math Circle, 
what most schools teach is not 
what mathematicians do. “Mathe-
maticians do not repeat the same 
technique 20 times; they play with 
problems, they discuss them, they 
explore side-branches, they make 
mistakes,” it says.

For the next year, Calcagni will 
be coaching and supporting circle 
leaders, training them, developing 
resources for them, and supporting 
schools and after-school pro-
grammes that want to implement 
math circles.

Life has come full circle for 
Calcagni, who began her math 
circle journey when she was trying 
to improve her teaching tools. She 
contacted Robert and Ellen Kaplan 
of Harvard, after reading their book 
on the math circle approach that 
made math a playful, joyful search. 

When the Kaplans took the Glob-
al Math Circle programme online, 
Calcagni was by their side teaching 
math circles. “But the demand for 
circles was more than the three of 
us could provide, so Bob started 
bringing on PhD candidates to do 
outreach with us,” says Calcagni. 
“These amazing mathematicians 
had very creative plans for classes.” 

The pandemic created some diffi-
culties, and they lost some leaders. 
But after Google invited Kaplan to 
do a recorded demo for children, 
Calcagni says that some Google 
employees joined the Global Math 
Circle board and upgraded its 
systems. 

Everyone is a math person, is Cal-
cagni’s message and mission. “Math 
can be learned, just like anything 
else,” she says. “It’s not for the gifted 
or privileged or those with a specific 
type of brain.” 

And, she proves that with an 
example. Exploring prime numbers 
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can stump even practiced mathe-
maticians, but Calcagni’s pedagogic 
approach provides a glimpse into 
the value of the math circle ap-
proach she heads.

Let’s start with rectangles, she 
says, and explains how taking a 
different number of square blocks 
can make rectangles by aligning one 
square next to the other in a straight 
line. Then she points out that a set 
of four blocks can be stacked to 
make a rectangle, say two blocks on 
top and two at the bottom, making 
a four-block square. Then she asks, 
which numbers of blocks can make 
more than one rectangle?

Math Circle participants, she 
says, will, with a bit of exploration, 
notice that every even number over 
two can do this. They will quickly 
discover that any multiple of any 
number will be able to make more 

than one rectangle. The prime num-
bers make only one rectangle. It is 
these patterns that hold the answer 
on how to find the prime numbers.

“Kids learn that if they do not 
think the same way as the teacher, if 
they cannot quickly and efficiently 
apply an algorithm in the correct 
situation, that they are not a ‘math 
person’,” says Calcagni. This is not 
at all true, she adds. It is learning 
to think creatively about patterns 
that is important in understanding 
mathematics, she explains. Algo-
rithms are secondary. But mathe-
matics in schools has been reduced 
to this, and it is all kids are taught 
is important. This may be true for a 
computer, but not for a person.  

“We can, however, unlearn that 
memorising algorithms is impor-
tant, and kids can easily start explor-
ing again, when given the chance,” 

says Calcagni. “And if presented 
with the correct level of problem in 
a non-competitive, accepting envi-
ronment, they often do.”

The Global Math Circle, a non-
profit organisation, trains teach-
ers on the art of guiding shared 
discovery and has students in India 
working alongside students in 
other parts of the world. It accepts 
children of all ages and offers schol-
arships based solely on financial 
need. It is the math circle’s vision 
and Calcagni’s goal to see a world 
where math is everyone’s favourite 
subject, to see schools where kids 
are excited to work together to 
discover the mysteries and secrets 
of the universe.

As Calcagni says, “Together, we 
can reveal the secrets of something 
that, individually, we thought was 
unknowable.” 

The incessant quest for a 
promising future has constantly 
induced a demand for creativity 

and innovation to support the 
transitions and transformations of an 
ever-evolving world. Like  all natural 
sciences, the aspects of time, space 
and the being, frame the core of 

Architecture pedagogy. Architecture 
nurtures creative minds towards a 
tangible manifestation of matching 
people's needs and hopes with a spatial 
connotation. With an acumen for artistic 
expression and the skill for pragmatic 
negotiations, architecture pedagogy 
nurtures the changemakers of the 
society to mould the built environment.
At R V College of Architecture (RVCA), 
the academia is composed to enhance 
an explorative lexicon of the innate 
associations between nature(context) 
and habitat (people and place). The 
diverse interests and specialisations 
of the faculty provokes dynamic 
discussions with the students, fostering 
critical thinking, crafting creative 
solutions through experimentations, 
emphasising processes over product, 
self-discovery and empowerment.
Under the able vision of Rastreeya 
Shikshana Samithi Trust (RSST), 

RVCA is coveted for  devotion to the 
cause of learning, altruism towards 
education, academic rigor prodding 
self-criticism and self-evaluation, with 
a determined objective of shaping 
the attitude and work ethics of young 
minds. Along with its Undergraduate        
programme   (B.Arch), RVCA also 
offers a Postgraduate programme 
(M.Arch in Urban Design) and 
Doctoral programme (PhD in 
Architecture). Interdisciplinary 
learning is encouraged with the 
campus designed as a microcosm 
for meaningful engagement in the 
studios, lecture halls equipped with 
advanced teaching aids. The common 
spaces such as the kund, playground, 
open air theatre, steps and lawns, 
form an ideal setting for moments of 
celebration, introspection, the daily 
mundane and learning outside the 
formal confines.
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